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I The Duration of History • HITTITES I 
when feudalism, monasticism, scholasticism, narrow ; and to-day the historian includes in 
the Crusades, and Gothic architecture flourished, his survey the whole· life of man in the past so 
and a world empire and a world papacy con- far as it can be discovered from documents and 

· fronted each other and strove for mastery. the many other '' sources " which shed light 
The period closes with a second epoch of tran- on the subject. 
sition (1300 to 1500), which we call the Renais- For a record in chart form of the world's his
sance (see Renaissance). Since 1500 we have tory from 3000 B.O. to the present day, see the 
the Modern Period, characterized. TWO HITTITES Fact-Index at the end of this 
by the organization into national work. 
states, the spread of discovery HITTITES (hit'itz). ·In Asia 
and European settlement, and Minor, that ancient battle-ground 
progress of science and inven- between the East and the West, 
tions, and the rise of democracy. it was the fate of many a nation 

Lost in Mists of Antiquity to rise to power and glory, and 
Written records appear to go then fall into obscurity. But pro-

back only about . 5,000 -years. ·· bably no other people of that 
Geologists, however, believe that region were for many centuries 
the earth is at least 1,000,000,000 so utterly forgotten ·as the Hit-
years_ old, and that man has · t'ites, who, more than 3,000 years 
perhaps inhabited it for 50,000 ago, had not only made their 
years. To give some idea of the power felt in all parts of Asia 
short duration of recorded his- Minor but had spread over part 
tory compared with this vast of Syria and Mesopotamia. 
expanse of time, Prof. J. H. Except for some references in 
Robinson asks us to imagine a the Bible, these interesting people 
l 'b f 1 f These figures from the sculptured . l 
1 rary o ten vo umes o a Hittite monuments seem persons of were entire y unknown to the 

thousand pages each, one page importance. modern world until recent years. 
for every 5,000 years that the earth has existed. Then scholars found their story in buried monu
The whole of recorded history fr<;>m the earliest ments and inscriptions, and traced their in
Assyrian and Egyptian inscriptions to the pre- fluence on their Asiatic neighbours and even 
sent day would scarcely cover the last page of on the Greeks across ·the ..cEgean Sea. It is 
that stupendous journal ! . now thought that we can trace some of their 

History is Full of Colour features in the Hebrews of to-day, while the 
If history as a study is often dull and dry, a Armenians at present living in the Hittite 

mere' catalogue of names and dates of rulers and country have the same general profile. Only 
battles and treaties, it is the fault of the books a beginning has as yet been made in deciphe:~;
and not of history itself. Nothing can be more ing these Hittite inscriptions, and much of 
fascinating than the true story of how men and their wonderful story remains untold. 
women have lived their lives in the past and in Hittite Sculptures 
far distant lands their houses, food and cloth- Among the most interesting remains of Hit-
ing, how they cultivated their fields, and manu- tite civilization are the sculptures carved in the 
factured goods, and traded with their neigh- living rock. Some of these depict vivid scenes 
hours, the games their children played and the of stag and lion hunts, and show that the Hit
parents' beliefs about· God and the world of · tites were among the earliest peoples to make 
Nature, their laws and manner of government, use of the horse; others represent processions 
the songs their poets sang, and the beautiful of men paying homage to the gods. The archi
things their artists made. All of this is included tecture of the Hittites resembles that of the 
in the history which scholars study and teach Assyrians in many respects. · 
to-day. The Hittites first appear in history about 2000 

Even wars and political struggles are inter- B.o., when there were a number of tribes among 
esting when we once~know what they were about them, each with its own king. About 1500 B.o. 
and how they were carried on, and become well one of these tribes gained the leadership and 
enough acquainted with the heroes and leaders controlled a great empire. For about two cen
to feel that they we-re ~eal men and women turies and a half this empire maintained its 
dealing with things that were of vast import- power, and then invasion by new peoples and 
ance to their peoples. · wa~ with Assyria and Egypt weakened it. 

The great historian Freeman once wrote that Finally Sargon II of Assyria, in 717 B.o., put 
" History is past Politics and Politics present an end to the Hittite empire. After that the 
History." But this view, equally with the Hittites were absorbed by other peoples, and 
''drum and trumpet" view of history, is too their civilization became a fading memory. 
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